
Towards the end of 2001, the protest
uproar by the Czech public television staff -
triggered by a politically motivated appoint-
ment of new directors - also highlighted the
need for new legislation on the public me-
dia. Police conduct during the International
Monetary Fond (IMF) and World Bank
meetings in Prague revealed persisting in-
adequacies in Czech policing. Czech pris-
ons were overcrowded due, for example, to
outdated sentencing policies and the virtu-
ally non-existent rehabilitation of prisoners
into society. 

Other human rights concerns were relat-
ed to the new Residence of Aliens Act, which
had an adverse effect on long-term aliens liv-
ing in the Czech Republic and children of for-
eigners born in that country; the protection of
the Roma minority and the problems they
faced upon returning home following unsuc-
cessful asylum claims; and the inadequate

law on the restitution of property confiscated
during the Communist era. 

Freedom of the Media

The end of the year 2000 was marked
by protests and sit-ins organized by the re-
porters and other staff of Czech state-run
television against the newly appointed gen-
eral director and his team. Their main ob-
jection was that the nomination had been
rushed, illegitimate and - most importantly
– decided under political influence and
pressure. This case led to a discussion
about the role of the public media and their
independence from political parties and
other influential bodies or persons.

The developments at the television sta-
tion carried over into 2001, when the
Parliament began discussing a new law on
public Czech television and amendments
to the law regulating the Czech Broadcas-
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ting Council. The Czech Helsinki Commit-
tee has issued a detailed expert opinion on
both pieces of legislation. 

Torture, Ill-Treatment and Misconduct
by Law Enforcement Officials 

In autumn 2000, the police forces
faced a significant test when charged with
the task of securing public order during the
meetings of the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank in Prague. Accor-
ding to the Czech Helsinki Committee, they
generally stood the test and handled the
situation in a professional manner by using
suitable tactics and adequate means. 

However, the arrest and other police
procedures following the apprehension of
some protesters during the IMF/World
Bank meetings in Prague violated concrete
human rights. The police and prison per-
sonnel ill-treated detainees, insulted them
verbally and physically, humiliated them,
and (in Prague-Pancrác) sprayed groups of
people with chilled water from a water can-
non. All of this allegedly happened in police
stations and prisons.

Individuals filed hundreds of com-
plaints and initiated several charges against
police officers who had allegedly resorted
to misconduct. Upon being taken to a de-
tention facility, the arrestees were strip-
searched and their fingerprints were taken.
Some were beaten or otherwise ill-treated
and insulted, and were not informed of
their rights. The cells were often cold and
overcrowded and arrested persons only
had restricted access to the toilet. Many
persons received food only after 24 hours.
There were incidents of delayed access to
medical care for which the arrestees were
sometimes asked to pay. Some detainees
were severely wounded, and many of their
cameras and films were damaged.
Arrestees’ hands were often tied for sever-
al hours and they were asked to sign
Czech-language documents that they did
not understand. Some claimed that they
were held outdoors overnight freezing. In
many cases the police failed to inform the

embassies about the arrest of foreign citi-
zens in due course. 

◆ The Czech Helsinki Committee visited
eight foreign demonstrators held in the
prison of Pankrac, accused either of vio-
lence against public officials or damaging
property. All of them claimed that they had
been denied access to legal counsel, the
telephone, and interpreters until the judge
decided they were to be taken into cus-
tody. Many said they were forcibly strip-
searched, photographed and had their fin-
gerprints taken. The demonstrators all men-
tioned that the police had treated them
roughly; and four claimed that they had
been beaten or otherwise ill-treated and
humiliated. Two persons said that it ap-
peared that demonstrators from the East
were more brutally treated than Wester-
ners. Five persons claimed they had been
hosed with freezing cold water upon their
arrival in the prison. 

According to results available at the
time of writing, the Police Presidium and
the Ministry of Interior concluded that an
overwhelming majority of complaints were
unjustified: only four complaints were
found to be justified and not a single police
officer has been charged with committing a
criminal act. The Czech Helsinki Committee
stated that there were well-grounded rea-
sons for questioning this assessment. 

About 55-60 percent of Czech citizens
said they trusted the police force, a figure
that represented the strongest public sup-
port for the police following the “velvet rev-
olution” in 1989. 

Regrettably, there was no progress in
the legislative work on the new Police Act
and it was not expected to be adopted in
2001. The purpose of the Act is to harmo-
nize Czech police legislation with EU stan-
dards. 

The quality of management and hu-
man resources policy in the Ministry of
Interior, which were criticized in previous
years (particularly in relation to the police
structure), did not improve markedly in
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2000: there were only insignificant
changes concerning the system. In particu-
lar, the foreign and border police force as
well as the traffic police had considerable
problems with corruption and the improper
conduct of their members.

Gradual initial improvements were
made towards a more open policing sys-
tem, in the police management and the
education of police officers, the promotion
of the police work as a service for citizens
as well as the training of police newcomers.
These improvements could be partly attrib-
uted to intensive educational activities pur-
sued by the Czech Helsinki Committee in
the police academy and in police training
colleges. 

Conditions in Prisons and Detention
Facilities

The year 2000 was characterized by a
number of major events and changes in
the prison system, including new prison
regulations, the January and April prison
commotions and instructions by the new
General Director of the prison service not
to take new inmates who were sentenced
to less than two years in prison.

In addition, the events connected to
the meeting of the IMF and the World Bank
highlighted some problems related to the
prison system and the treatment of in-
mates and detainees.

The basic problems in prisons included
overcrowding, unemployment, poor hygien-
ic and physical conditions, inadequate med-
ical care, as well as a lack of leisure and ed-
ucational activities. There was also a short-
age of educators and the financial manage-
ment by the State left much to be desired.

Prison rules were tightened in some
respects, and the right to use one’s own
money was restricted for prisoners with
debts related to the criminal act they had
committed and the sentence they were
serving. Also, prisoners were only allowed
to receive two parcels a year. As a result of
these limitations tension in the prisons
grew to the extent of revolt: nearly one

third of all prisoners broke out in January.
Similar situations occurred on a smaller
scale later in spring 2000. The revolts were
halted without violence. 

Respect for human rights in prisons
was closely linked to the policies of prison
personnel. In 2000, capable persons with
both excellent theoretical and practical ex-
perience and known for their humane atti-
tudes were appointed to important posts,
including the General Director of the
General Directorate of the Prison Service. 

For several years the main problem re-
lated to prisons has been overcrowding
and the high proportional prisoner rate in
the Czech Republic. These problems could
be attributed to the fact that imprisonment
was overused as a punishment; most sen-
tences were excessive; available alternative
punishments and proceedings were basi-
cally not used; there was no efficient pre-
vention of criminality; and released inmates
could not reintegrate into society because
of poor rehabilitation – a fact that led to a
high recidivist rate. These problems lie to a
great extent outside the prison system, i.e.
in the operation of the courts and in the
poor quality work done at the local level
such as the district offices and municipal
authorities. 

As of 23 March, the General Director of
the prison service instructed prisons to stop
taking individuals sentenced to imprison-
ment for two months unless at least two
years of the sentence was suspended. This
was done due to an acute shortage of ac-
commodation capacities in prisons. This
decision, following years of warnings by ex-
perts, was a clear signal to public bodies
that they could not close their eyes to the
possible collapse of the prison system. In
2000, the number of prisoners started to
decrease slowly and as a result of the step
taken by the General Director of the prison
service, it appeared that some public bod-
ies began putting parts of long needed
criminal policy reforms into practice. 

The Czech Helsinki Committee pro-
posed to the Czech authorities, for example,
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building an infrastructure for a system of al-
ternative punishments and surveillance for
released individuals. The aim of this pro-
posal was to reduce the period of detention
to better match the seriousness of the crim-
inal act and to decrease the maximum term
of detention. The Czech Helsinki Com-
mittee also urged the courts to grant bail on
a more regular basis. The Helsinki
Committee further proposed that the au-
thorities should consider the interests of the
injured party more closely by adopting ap-
propriate legislation, allowing for accelerat-
ed proceedings in cases of petty crimes, en-
suring that the property of the prison serv-
ice is managed properly and that the build-
ings and premises of the prisons are fully
utilized. The Committee also supported in-
creased employment for prisoners and the
promotion of economic and entrepreneurial
activities by prisons, and noted that the
General Directorate of the prison should be
consulted about all legal measures con-
cerning prisons and that the prisons should
be provided with an adequate number of
educators, psychologists and social workers.

Protection of Ethnic Minorities 

Roma Minority 
It was estimated that approximately

6,000 Czech Roma were a part of asylum
procedures in various European countries
as of the end of 2000. However, their
chances of obtaining asylum were minimal
and they were expected to return to the
Czech Republic. Their arrival was expected
to pose an unsolvable problem for some
small municipalities in trying to ensure the
re-integration of returning Roma into the lo-
cal community. 

As housing management was entirely
the responsibility of a local community,
there was some segregation of the Roma
in certain parts of towns, with the result
that modern ghettos were emerging. Some
municipal board members openly ex-
pressed their racist opinions about Roma,
saying, for example, that they will “kick
them out of town.” 

The eviction of Roma from their apart-
ments because of their failure to pay rent
was becoming a serious problem. Although
the procedure was in accordance with
Czech law, such measures were short sight-
ed because these people ranked among
the poorest in society and were not able to
ensure housing for themselves on their
own. The Czech Helsinki Committee noted
that timely social support was necessary to
prevent Roma from ending up on the
streets.

Czech legislation prohibited discrimina-
tion in employment - in accordance with in-
ternational standards - and punished it ac-
cordingly. The state employment agency
was authorized to impose sanctions on
employers who resorted to discrimination.
In the experience of the Czech Helsinki
Committee, the agencies were unable to
effectively combat situations where em-
ployers refused to hire Roma and employ-
ment problems persisted.  

◆ A company refused to hire a Roma
woman clearly because of her ethnic origin.
She complained to the employment
agency but was informed that the employ-
er was free to choose whom he/she want-
ed to hire. 

Nevertheless, a sign of hope for im-
proving the racist atmosphere in the Czech
Republic was the signing of Protocol No. 12
to the ECHR, the application of which could
force the public administrative bodies to
combat racism more consistently. 

Protection of Asylum Seekers and
Immigrants

The Act on the Residence of Aliens
(No. 326/1999 Coll.), which came into
force on 1 January, adversely affected the
situation of aliens. According to the initia-
tors of the bill and the legislators, the Act
was intended to be adapted to similar pro-
visions valid in the EU; to minimize illegal
migration; and to protect the labour market
bearing in mind the high unemployment
rate in the Czech Republic. 
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However, it seemed that the drafters of
the Act drew inspiration mainly from the
restrictive part of European legislation and
disregarded the more humanistic elements
of European law and individual national
legislation, which counter-balanced the re-
strictive elements. Moreover, some of the
provisions of the Act conflicted with the
Principles of the Plan of Integrating Aliens
on the Territory of the Czech Republic.

The Act put many aliens who had set-
tled in the Czech Republic during the pre-
vious years in legal limbo. Pursuant to
Section 183(5), the period of residence for
individuals who had lived in Czech territory
for a long time under the earlier regulations
was not counted in the 10-year (or, in
some cases 8-year) period required for ob-
taining a permanent residence permit.
Therefore, the Act actually gave these indi-
viduals the status of newcomers and de-
nied their own role in integration and the
benefits they had brought to Czech society.

The important issue of legalizing the
residence of aliens’ children born in the
Czech Republic remained unsolved. A new-
born child was entitled to a visa for 90
days, but he/she would have to apply for a
permanent residence permit through a
Czech embassy abroad. The effects of hav-
ing different requirements for members of
one family gave rise to considerable nega-
tive social consequences. Even children
who had reached the age of 15 during their
residence in the Czech Republic faced
problems legalizing their visa-based resi-
dence exceeding 90 days because they
were required to have their own separate
passports. However, many embassies re-
fused to issue passports to them.

Section 35 of the Act provided resi-
dence visas in specifically defined cases. In
some cases, this visa ensured payment of
a part of medical care expenses. Neither
the Aliens Act nor the Employment Act pro-
vided for a possibility of work for those
possessing a residence visa. According to
the law, these people were not entitled to
any social benefits and either had to rely on

charity, whose network was still almost
non-existent in the Czech Republic, or were
compelled to make a living illegally.

The costs for all forms of visas and res-
idence permits were considerable. In addi-
tion, an individual wanting to invite a for-
eigner to stay in the Czech Republic had to
pay a high sum to guarantee the coverage
of the visitor’s possible expenses. Such re-
quirements were discriminatory as they
favoured wealthy visitors. The requirement
to pay medical insurance for the entire pe-
riod of a visit, for which a visa was required
if exceeding 90 days, were especially dis-
criminatory, since the cost for foreigners
was comparably higher than for Czech citi-
zens. For foreigners applying for a perma-
nent residence permit or for a prolongation
thereof, it was not possible to document fi-
nancial status with an income certificate.

Positive developments could be seen
though in the Government’s policy on inte-
gration of foreigners into Czech society and
in the activities of the Commission of the
Interior Ministry. The Commission was set
up to implement the principles adopted by
the Government and the activities of the
Council for Human Rights, and its section
specialized in aliens’ rights. There were also
some positive long-term plans, but the
Czech policy on foreigners simultaneously
failed to apply the principle of equal human
rights of citizens and aliens. The Czech
Helsinki Committee stated that it expected
more positive developments in the field of
aliens’ rights as soon as the Aliens’
Residence Act comes into force on 1
February 2001. However, it appeared that
discussion of this amendment in the
Parliament would be delayed. 

Restitution 

Since 1990, a number of laws have
been adopted on the restitution of proper-
ty that was confiscated by the
Czechoslovak State until 1989. The basic
idea of the newly adopted legislation was
to provide for compensation for at least
some of the violations of property rights
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committed by the Communist regime be-
tween 25 February 1948 and November
1989 against both natural and some legal
entities (e.g. associations, churches, the
Jewish community). However, the com-
pensation was intended to concern only
some violations of property rights. 

The very idea of providing compensa-
tion for only certain forms of property rights
violations was controversial in itself and
was the main reason why the European
Court of Human Rights declared the cases
inadmissible. In particular, persons who
had been deprived of property such as
houses, apartments, movable property or
farms, agricultural land and agricultural
stock or equipment felt at a disadvantage
by the wording of the law. If they wanted to
file a claim, many of them had to bring the
case to court and satisfy the burden of
proof: for example, they had to prove that
the current owner (or a series of owners if
the property had been re-sold since the
confiscation) had obtained the property at
variance with the then valid laws, or that
he/she had been illegally given preferential
conditions – all facts that were difficult or
impossible to prove simply because much
of the documentation had been destroyed.
Persons who had been living abroad for
years were in a particularly difficult position
since it was often impossible for them to
provide the court with all the relevant doc-
umentation. 

In some cases, persons who were sen-
tenced for illegal emigration during the
Communist regime and had their property
confiscated as part of the sentence, have
been rehabilitated but their property has
not been returned because they are unable
to provide the court with the relevant doc-
uments. 

In addition, the restitution laws only
concern Czech citizens, a fact that excludes
anyone who left the country and acquired
the citizenship of their new host country
from receiving restitution. 

The length of legal proceedings was an
additional problem. Restitution cases have

often been pending in court for eight to ten
years without a decision. Moreover, even af-
ter decisions were passed, some people still
had to wait a few more years until their
property was actually physically returned to
them. The restitution of land or agricultural
property that was owned by so-called agri-
cultural co-operative during the Communist
era was particularly problematic. This proper-
ty was now in danger of being literally stolen
through a transfer to other legal bodies. 

Church property remained a complex
and specific issue, and the Roman Catholic
Church was particularly affected. 

Women’s Rights 

Discrimination against women re-
mained a problem in the Czech Republic,
particularly in the labour market. When be-
ing interviewed for a job, women were of-
ten asked about their age, marital status,
number of children and their ages and
even about who would care for the chil-
dren if they fell ill. These practices all
breached Article 11 of the Convention on
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women, according to which a
woman is entitled to equal opportunities in
employment, including being subject to the
same selection criteria for employment as
men.

In the second half of 2000, the Czech
Helsinki Committee, together with other
partner organisations, started to implement
a project entitled ”Equal Opportunities in
the Labour Market,” which was funded by
the European Commission. Within the proj-
ect, the Committee will undertake to inves-
tigate the valid legal regulations and moni-
tor every-day practice. The main activity
shall be to provide women with legal con-
sultation in individual cases in which the
principle of equal opportunities is violated.

In May, an extensive amendment to
the Labour Code was adopted, which, inter
alia, explicitly prohibits discrimination
against employees on the basis of gender,
marital and family status or obligations to-
wards the family, and also prohibits sexual
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harassment in the workplace. This amend-
ment came into effect on 1 January 2001.

Rights of the Child

In 2000, the Czech Helsinki Commit-
tee recorded several specific cases in which
the rights of children were violated. There
was a marked reluctance on behalf of
some judges to apply the minimal applica-
tion of the provision of Section 178 of the
Civil Procedure Code, which provided that
a court of law - if it deemed necessary -
could hear a child’s opinion on the suitabil-
ity and usefulness of the proposed or in-
tended measures concerning him/her. This
practice violated Article 12 of the
Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which provides for a child’s right to express
his/her opinion freely on all matters con-
cerning him/her. It is also a breach of the
Family Act, Section 31(3) of which provid-
ed that a child has the right to be heard
and to freely express his/her opinions on
all parents’ decisions on material matters
concerning the child in any proceedings, as
well as a child’s right to receive any neces-

sary information. Section 8 of the Act on
Socio-Legal Protection of the Child provid-
ed that a child who was able to formulate
his/her own opinions was entitled to re-
spect for his/her opinions. A child had the
right to express these opinions freely when
matters concerning him/her were dis-
cussed, including in the absence of parents
or other individuals responsible for the ed-
ucation of the child. 

The Czech Helsinki Committee stated
that due attention must be paid to a child’s
statements in correspondence with the age
and intellectual maturity of the child. The
Committee noted that it seemed that the
application of this provision was inhibited
by the insufficient professional skills of
judges, who chose to have the children in-
terviewed by psychologists or social work-
ers. However, these experts were not as in-
dependent as judges, and individuals in-
volved in a dispute often exerted pressure
on them. The Helsinki Committee suggest-
ed that the Ministry of Justice eliminate
shortcomings, such as those mentioned
above, by organizing specialized profes-
sional seminars for judges.
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Endnotes
1 Based on the Annual Report 2000 of the Czech Helsinki Committee.


